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Kingdom of Pets proudly presents:



5 Dog Training Myths

Your Dog Needs You to Shred Without Using Tooth or Claw

By Daniel Stevens

From KingdomOfPets: Secrets to Dog Training – How to Stop Your Dog’s

Behavior Problems… For Good!



Fellow Dog Owners and Enthusiasts,

It is with great pleasure and pride I find myself representing a superb

opportunity to assist yet another dog owner in their quest for a healthy,

happy, and willingly obedient companion.

I'm happy to say that since its inception, the Secrets to Dog Training guide

to dog obedience training has been used by over 60,000 dog owners to

solve their dog behavior troubles - or prevent them from occurring from

the start!

Many of their success stories are included on our website with photo

testimonials (http://www.kingdomofpets.com/dogobediencetraining/testimonials.php).

These clients represent a wide mix of dog owners, from those who are

house training a new puppy, struggling with common problems such as

excessive barking, destructive chewing, or possessive aggression, to those

treating a severe case of separation anxiety or struggling with an adult

dog that is simply on a crash course toward "out of control."

Over the years our team has grown into respected network of dog trainers,

behaviorists, and veterinarians who work under the Kingdom of Pets name.

We all share the same commitment to solving your problems so that you

can get the most out of your relationship with your companion!

Dog owners from all corners of life can benefit from a systematic training

program based on sound methods (my own dogs are walking proof) and

that's what we're all about providing anyone with a dog they truly care

about...

So now that I've answered the question, "WHY should I listen to you?" - it's

time to get on with WHAT I've got to say... time to get into the meat of the

matter.

"I recommend Secrets to Dog Training to everyone who has a dog as a companion. I

have learned so much about dog behaviors and how to respond accordingly without

yelling or intimidating. Thanks Dan for writing such a great learning tool!"

- Susan Caruso (USA)
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Now, I know it's a constant challenge separating the fact from the fluff

when it comes to dog obedience, one that gets even trickier when you

have more than one source offering you conflicting information, even if

they mean well.

And the fact of the matter is that most people want the maximum impact

for the least amount of effort. I don't blame them - after all, you just want

to be a responsible dog owner, not a professional dog trainer!

In the dog training field you see a lot of half-truths and a fair share of total

myths. And when it comes to myth-making and myth-breaking, I've found

that it's quite common to have dog trainers insult your intelligence and

waste your time.

I mean, everyone knows that you don't house train a dog by rubbing their

face in their own mess. Everyone knows you don't teach a reluctant dog

to swim with a firm shove into the swimming pool. And we all know you

CAN teach an old dog new tricks (yes, your old dog is often smart enough

to make you think otherwise).

So I'd like to offer you some of the most important and most persistent

myths that have shaped my own experience with clients. All of these

questions grow out of common dog obedience problems - none of them

have easy answers.

I'll be following each one with additional guidelines from full Secrets to

Dog Training program, so you can see firsthand what our course is all

about...

If you’re in a rush, Click Here to visit Secrets to Dog Training right now to

put an end to ALL your dog obedience problems for good!
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Myth #1 - You're only training your dog when you THINK you're

training your dog.

WRONG:

Let me explain. Many owners set aside and plan out dog obedience

training sessions. They have a set time, gather their set tools (all manner of

treats, clickers, leads), and go to a set place (the backyard, the park, or

even the weekly dog training class).

This is great! These owners are doing much better than those who believe

that a daily pat on the head or a steady salvo of "SIT!" commands every

now and then amounts to a successful dog training regime.

But what many caring dog owners either don't realize or simply don't put

into practice is the fact that you are effectively training your dog

whenever you are with your dog.

Your dog is picking up on your verbal and non-verbal cues all of the time.

If you spring up and run to the phone every time it rings, you are training

your dog that it is ok to spring up and run around whenever he hears that

ringing sound.

Let's say you are relaxed at night when you get home from work, but

totally stressed out in the morning. You are basically training your dog that

there is a reason to be stressed out in the morning (not so good when you

are about to leave them alone for a while).

If you get nervous each time you pass by the neighbor who walks their

Great Dane on the other side of the street in the morning, you are training

your dog to be nervous if the Great Dane is in sight.

Remember, even when your signals are not directed at your dog, your

dog picks up on them. There is no line that separates formal and informal

training. You are training your dog even when you are not "training" your

dog. This is what I call "involuntary training." It just happens.

The important thing is to try to recognize moments when you can make

this involuntary training work for you.
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Structured training is, of course, still an essential part of dog training, and

the form of involuntary training that I've just spelled out does not in any

way replace the need for such structure.

Here are what we regard to be the key concepts to successful training,

and a short description of each:

Bonding

Perhaps the most important aspect of building a successful relationship

with your dog will be your rapport with him. If you make your dog into a

close friend by doing such things as talking to him, playing with him, and

taking him for long walks, he will be much more responsive and attentive

when you are training him.

Spending QUALITY TIME with your dog is the key.

Consistency

Delivering consistent messages to your dog will help him to view his world

as black and white rather than various shades of grey. By consistent

messages, I mean the commands that you decide to use to train, praise,

and reprimand your dog should always be the same.

It is important that all members of the family are aware of this and use the

same commands themselves, as you would not want to undermine the

hard work that you have put in to training the dog by having other people

confusing him.

Timing

By timing I mean the amount of time that passes between your dog's

action (or inaction) and corresponding praise (or reprimand). This time

should be no more than two to three seconds. If the time is any longer, the

chances are your dog will not associate your words with his actions.

Do not fall into the trap of calling your dog to you to reprimand him. As

mentioned above, by the time he gets to you he has long forgotten what

he has done wrong and now thinks that you are telling him off for coming

to you! Always praise your dog when he comes to you.

Repetition

Dogs are creatures of habit and learn by repetition. It will take several

repetitive training sessions for your dog to get the response you require

implanted into his brain and for the action to become automatic.
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Dogs require refresher sessions throughout their lives so that the

conditioned response that you want is not lost.

Remember prevention is far better than having to correct the action at a

later stage.

Session Length

Keep formal sessions short and enjoyable so that your dog maintains

concentration throughout. Quality not quantity is the golden rule.

Always finish a training session on a positive note.

Attitude

Be reasonable in your expectation of what your dog can achieve. It will

take time to get results.

You should ensure that you have the dog's full attention and that you are

giving your best when performing a training session. You may wish to settle

yourself or the dog down by taking a long walk before the session

commences.

"I love Secrets to Dog Training. I rescued two German Shepherds and I did not know anything

about dog obedience. One of my dogs was quite aggressive with other dogs, and crazy about

chasing cats and squirrels. What I like about your book is that you give insights into what the dog is

thinking, why they behave the way they do, and tips on what to do to correct the problem. I have

learned so much from your instructions, and my dogs are now following my commands and I am

able to control them. Thanks for the great book."

- Carla J. Johnson (Long Beach, California, USA)



Praise

Use praise whenever your dog has completed an exercise correctly.

Praise should also be delivered to your dog as soon as the desired act has

been done (remember the timing thing). When delivering praise look

directly into the dog's eyes so that he understands the connection

between your voice or touch and his action.

Deliver praise verbally or with the hand by either patting or stroking. Try not

to over praise your dog as excessive chatter will only serve to confuse him

and may disrupt his concentration for the rest of the training session.

Generally speaking, try not to rely too heavily on food as your only reward

or bribe. However, alternating treats with displays of affection can be a
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useful way of overcoming problems that your dog may have in learning

some of the exercises.

Eye Contact

Using eye contact can be more effective than using the spoken word more so if there is a close bond between dog and owner.

If a dog wishes to communicate with you, he will look directly into your

eyes trying to read your intent. It is well known that dogs that do not make

good eye contact can be difficult to train.

Hand Signals

Using a specific hand motion while you give a vocal command can be

an effective way of training a dog to respond to different stimuli. And it is

useful for getting your dog to respond at long distances.

Eventually you can wean your dog off the vocal command so that he

responds to the hand signal alone. Give hand signals in front of and

above the dog's head as that is their best field of vision.

Voice Signals

Use one command for one action and pronounce that command with

the same tone and inflection.

Don't get carried away with the number of vocal commands you create.

You should gain your dog's attention by saying his name before stating a

command.

Corrections

The importance of the trainer being seen as the pack leader in the dog's

eyes is imperative. In a pack situation if a dog steps out of line it is

chastised and made aware of its transgression immediately by superior

dogs in the pecking order.

Giving Corrections is a big topic with a lot of methods to consider. There

are three failsafe options with our top recommendation outlined in more

detail in the complete Secrets to Dog Training book.



Click Here to visit Secrets to Dog Training right now to put an end to

ALL your dog obedience problems for good!
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Myth #2 - You need to understand and communicate in "dog

language" so that your dog will understand you.

WRONG.

This is a notion that I find to be increasing in circulation these days, and a

myth worthy of a good swift debunking.

True it is of the utmost importance to be able to "read" the body language

of a dog. You need to understand when whining means "I missed you"

and when it means "I have severely injured my tail." You need to know

when barking means "I am bored and acting out" and when it means

"Excuse me there is an ax murderer behind you."

But this stops way short of responding to your dog using what might be

thought of as "their" language. You don't need to bark, growl, or whine

when you want to connect with your dog on a deeper level. You don't

need to get on all fours and mimic the play stance when you want to play

a game with your dog (put it this way: you won't see them pick up and

throw a Frisbee).

This is nonsense. Dogs are intelligent animals. They know you don't look like

a dog, you definitely don't smell like a dog, and so there is absolutely no

reason why you need to act like one.

Not only that, it makes you look ridiculous - both in the eyes of other

people, and in the eyes of your dog.

Yes, you can still be a human and be a pack leader. In fact, your upright

and elevated (human) posture has the added effect of reinforcing your

dominance.

With this silly myth laid to rest, allow me to offer you a selection of items

that will help you get a handle on how dog's communicate using body

language and facial expressions, which is taken from the "Guide to Body

Language and Signals" and the "Guide to Facial Expressions and Vocals,"

both included in the Secrets to Dog Training book:

Use of the Body to Communicate:

Backside in the air and tail wagging: This means that your dog is keen to

play and have some fun, so it's time to get his favorite toy and spend

some time giving your dog the play and exercise he needs.
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Tail right between the back legs: This indicates that your dog is scared of

something or someone. If he is slinking around with his tail like this, you

should try and work out what is affecting him.

Wagging tail: A wagging tail can mean a number of things from

playfulness and happiness to excitement or aggression. If the tail is

wagging loosely, he is probably feeling friendly and happy. However, it his

tail is high up and wagging rapidly, it could mean aggression. If the tail is

relaxed and still, your dog feels contented.

Raised hackles: This means that your dog is either frightened of something

or that he is ready to go into battle with whatever or whoever has caused

the hackles to be raised.

Rolling over: This is normally a sign of submission and may occur in the

presence of humans or in the company of other dogs or animals.

Sniffing: This can occur for one of a number of reasons. Your dog may sniff

because he smells something unusual - something he is unfamiliar with and he may be trying to work out what it is. He may sniff to identify a

person or other animal, as dogs use their noses rather than their eyes to

differentiate. He may sniff to find out more about a new person or dog. In

addition, if he is sniffing the floor, fence, or lamppost outside he may have

caught on to the scent of another dog that has marked the territory. If

your dog is sniffing the floor in the house and is also pacing or circling, he

may need to relieve himself so you should get him to his designated area.

Tense posture: If your dog's body is tense and slightly lowered, this

indicates anxiety. This may be coupled with a partially lowered tail.

Crouching: A tense body coupled with a crouching position usually

means that your dog is ready to pounce, and is what is known as a

predatory position. He might react like this with anything from his favorite

squeaky toy to a squirrel or an intruder.

Prancing: If you notice that your dog is prancing back and forth,

bouncing around with his tail wagging, he is usually feeling happy. He

may be happy and playful or he may just be happy and excited because

you have just come home from work.

These are just a selection of the body postures and actions your dog may

display to convey the way that he is feeling. Making yourself familiar with

these actions will help you to identify and bond with your dog more

closely.
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